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Music sets up expectations

• Genre
• Genre = style + function

• Familiarity with a  genre can give you a sense of what to expect

• Music unfolds in time (music is a temporal art)
• It creates a world of likely possibilities based on what you’ve already heard in 

the piece so far: How loud/quiet will future sounds likely be? How high/low 
will the notes likely be? How long will events likely last? What kind of shapes 
or tension are likely? When will these things happen?



Music sets up expectations

ChorusBridgeChorusVerseChorusVerse
Intro (and 
Chorus)

8 bars long8 bars long8 bars long8 bars long8 bars long8 bars long

Example: Drake, Hotline Bling



We bring expectations to the music

• Who the performer is (or who we think they are!) affects how we 
listen to and interpret the music

Performer #1: Destiny’s Child

Performer #2: Sick Puppies



Musical meaning is not fixed

Musical sounds

• Don’t have any 
meaning on their own 
until they’re 
interpreted by 
someone (composer, 
performer, listener)

• Speaking of “the 
music itself” is 
problematic 
(Bernstein)

Performer

• Age, gender, ethnicity, 
choices made

• Ability

• Relationship to 
listener (family 
member, rival, was 
nice to you before the 
concert)

Listener

• Varying levels of 
ability (and desire) to 
hear, listen, discern

• Age, gender, ethnicity 
can create bias, 
predilections, or 
expectations



The role of the performer

• How loud is “loud”? How slow is “slow”?

• Each performer interprets a composer’s instructions slightly 
differently.

• Two performances of the same piece can sound very different.

London Classical Players 
Roger Norrington, conductorLondon Festival Orchestra

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Andre Previn, conductor

Example: Ludwig van Beethoven, 
Symphony No. 8, I. Allegro vivace con 
brio (1812)



Expectations

Expectations

Fulfilled Thwarted

More likely in pop music: you are 
familiar with the genre and many 
songs are formulaic (in terms of 

form and texture, especially)

More likely in classical music: the genre is less 
familiar for you, there is more variety within 

the genre, and composers are expected to be 
original in many ways (form, rhythm, etc.)

???

???

Don’t know 
what to expect

Not sure what’s 
happening or if 
it’s meaningful

Acknowledge your expectations and probe them to see where they originate from: your habits, genre 
expectations, imposing the wrong set of ears on the music, missing information



Amuse-bouche: Hotline Bling

http://video.wmagazine.com/watch/drake-s-hotline-bling-gets-
reimagined-by-13-celebrities

http://video.wmagazine.com/watch/drake-s-hotline-bling-gets-reimagined-by-13-celebrities


Quiz yourself: what harmonies do you hear?

Joseph Haydn, Symphony No. 100, “Military,” II. Allegretto (1794)



Quiz yourself: what texture(s) do you hear?

Monophonic

Homorhythmic

Homophonic

Polyphonic

Heterophonic

Anonymous, Kyrie eleison

Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart, Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik, I. Allegro 
(1787)

George Friedrich 
Handel, Messiah, 
“Hallelujah” (1741)



Quiz yourself: what texture(s) do you hear?

Monophonic

Homorhythmic

Homophonic

Polyphonic

Heterophonic

Johann Sebastian Bach, The 
Well-Tempered Clavier, 
Fugue No. 2 in C minor 
(1722)

Prince, 7 (1992)

Ke$ha, We R Who We R (2010)



Quiz yourself: what texture(s) do you hear?

Monophonic

Homorhythmic

Homophonic

Polyphonic

Heterophonic

John Philip Sousa, Stars and 
Stripes Forever March (1896)

Ahmet Kuşgöz & Ensemble – Hasan ‘im

Robert Muczynski, Duos for Flute 
and Clarinet, Op. 24 (1973)

Blind Willie Johnson, Dark 
Was the Night (1927)



Quiz yourself: what texture(s) do you hear?

Monophonic

Homorhythmic

Homophonic

Polyphonic

Heterophonic

Simon and Garfunkel, Scarborough 
Fair (1966)

Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony 
No. 7, II. Allegretto (1811-1812)

The Beatles, Eleanor Rigby (1966)

Lil Wayne and Drake, Right Above It (2010)



Sample exam question: True/False

If you hear a melody and a countermelody at the same time, you are 
hearing a polyphonic texture.



Email question: How do I know if I’m hearing 
a countermelody?

• You’re hearing (at least) two melodic ideas at the same time that are 
equally interesting

• These melodic ideas are usually contrasting

• Common in classical music

• Special (because it’s more rare) in pop music – often comes at the 
end of a piece (combining melodies heard earlier in the work), can 
feel climactic



Email question: What does it sound like if a violin 
and a cello are playing at the same time?

• Each instrument has its own unique timbre, so you’ll hear two distinct 
sounds (tone colors)

• Any texture is possible!



Igor Stravinsky, “Infernal Dance” 
from The Firebird (1910)

Describing texture: style of playing

• Legato or slurred

• Notes are played in a smooth and connected 
manner rather than separated

• The notes “touch” each other

• Staccato – short, detached notes (all instruments, 
voices)

• Pizzicato – plucking technique used by string 
instruments only

• Sforzando, accented

• Sudden stress or accent that “pops out” of the 
texture

• Emphasis is created by playing a note louder or 
longer than others

Claude Debussy, Prelude to the 
Afternoon of a Faun (1894)

Niccolò Paganini, Moto perpetuo, Op. 11 (1835) 
played by James Galway, flute

Béla Bartók, String Quartet No. 4, 
IV. Allegro pizzicato  (1928)



Tempo can change during a piece

• These words describe a tempo (i.e andante or allegro) that is 
becoming faster or slower. They are not tempos themselves.

• Accelerando – getting faster
• E.g. There was an accelerando. NOT The tempo was accelerando.

• Ritardando – getting slower

• Subito – suddenly (i.e. subito allegro)
• E.g. After a passage in an andante tempo [After an andante passage], it was subito allegro, 

without any warning.



Dynamics can change during a piece

• These words describe a dynamic level (such as forte or piano) that is becoming 
louder or quieter. They are not dynamic levels themselves.

• Crescendo – getting louder

• E.g. The players made a crescendo (from piano to forte). NOT The dynamic 
level was crescendo. 

• Decrescendo/diminuendo – getting quieter

• Subito – suddenly (i.e. subito forte)

• E.g. I thought the piece was going to be quiet the entire way through, but 
then it was subito forte, which surprised me.



Tempo and dynamics: listening for changes 

• Edvard Grieg, Peer Gynt Suite No. 1, Op. 46, IV. In the Hall of the Mountain King (1875)

• Monothematic (one theme throughout)

• Depicts dancing trolls – sneering, taunting, angry

Bassoon and 
pizzicato strings 

(6 times)

Violins and 
woodwinds

with syncopated 
accents (6 times)

Gradual 
accelerando

Tutti, forte (6 times)
“Whirling” 

accompaniment
Adds cymbals and 

brass
Accelerando

Coda

Sudden 
chords

Creepy, dark
Not pretty

Tempo: moderato

Increasingly unsettling, 
disorienting, out of control

Tempo: prestissimo

Gathering forces –
more insistent and 

scary

Theatrical ending
(the mountain 
crashes on the 

trolls)



Musical meaning: music is a temporal art

• It’s all about context!

• A musical sound has no inherent meaning –
we only know what a sound means after it 
happens

• Musical meaning comes from momentum
“At no point can you seize the 

musical experience and hold it… 
This never ending flow of music 

forces us to use our 
imaginations, for music is in a 
continual state of becoming.”   

– Aaron Copland, Music and 
Imagination (1952, p. 2)



Listening for something

• Goal of this course: to strive for a more active kind of listening

• Being conscious and aware of what is happening musically

• Kinds of listening

1. Hearing without thinking

2. Understanding music’s expressive meaning or interpreting what you 
hear to mean something

3. Thinking about the sounds themselves that create expressive meaning



Homework reminder

• Remember to email a question about the reading any time before 
noon the day before class

• Don’t worry about your grade if you haven’t been doing this yet.

• Do worry about your grade if you continue not to do this.

• Your questions must be:

• About the assigned reading

• Sent before the due date



Class Blog Project

• Everyone will create a blog post during the 
semester sharing a piece of music they’re 
interested in

• Comment on the current blog post from 
your section (F5A or J5)

• Write a reflective essay on the experience 
of creating a blog post, getting classmates’ 
comments on that post

• Revise that essay into a final draft due at 
the final exam

4 Handouts: 

• Class Blog Project 
explanation and 
timeline

• First draft prompt 
and rubric

• Individual due date 
sheets

• How to make a blog 
post



Class Blog Project

• Shorter, clearer comments are more effective: What argument are you trying to 
make?
• Don’t just summarize (we all watched the video and know what happened!)

• Don’t just go for “safe” in your comments – you’ll get more out of the 
experience and learn more if you make an unexpected or controversial 
argument that generates a back-and-forth conversation

• Don’t assume someone is right simply because they wrote it

• Use comments on your rubric to improve your writing going forward

• Counterpoint IS totally awesome!!


